
      Sample Narratives 
 

1. Negotiating a valuable resource in a dystopian world 
The impacts of climate change in 2200 have been so severe that municipal governance 
has eroded, and communities are surviving solely on resource hoarding. Your 
community is running low on medicine, so your team has been selected to go to a 
neighbouring city and negotiate resources for medicine. Note the weather conditions this 
year are especially harsh, and will likely impede you on your journey. 

 
2. Stealing technology from a foreign group 

You and a team of spies have been instructed by your government to seek out and 
retrieve “Sorwheat” from the country Azizland. “Sorwheat” is a genetically modified crop 
with high-yield, weather-resistant, and disease-resistant properties that make it a highly 
desired food. Your country has been especially affected by the increases in harsh 
weather conditions from climate change, so retrieving it is of utmost importance. 

 
3. Safely returning to military base 

Your military team is undergoing an exercise to test out the altered terrains from 
extensive climate change in the last 100 years. During the flight above the drop zone, 
there was an engine mishap and the plane crashed. You and some others manage to 
survive, but find yourselves in an unknown environment. Your goal is to safely return to 
your military base from the crash site.  

 
4. Stopping a terrorist attack 

CRISPR technologies have been proven to for safe use in humans and it is commonly 
used to resolve genetically-linked diseases. The use is so popular that people have 
begun to make modifications to physical aspects. A group of radicalized individuals, 
“Naturals Only”, have risen from concern that enhanced humans are dominating society. 
On your daily commute, you overhear someone mention a plot to detonate a bomb in 
city hall to send a warning to “non-naturals” (enhanced humans). After some research, 
you learn that the bomb threat is real. You alert some friends, and all agree that the 
detonation must be prevented. As a team, your goal is to find the bomb and prevent 
detonation. 

 
5. Escaping from prison 

You work for a government branch involved in researching personal genomics, and have 
been part of a highly sensitive project that may enhance military capabilities (ex. Soldier 
health). News break out that Azizland has stolen important details of this project, and 
you are wrongly accused with sharing state secrets. You are charged with treason and 
imprisoned. Your goal is to escape and find out who betrayed you. *Note: the team of 
individuals you will interact with will be fellow prisoners, who may have been wrongly 
accused* 

 



6. Rescuing an important person 
Your country and neighbouring country Bosttein have been in conflict for the past 5 
years over land, as Bosttein’s land mass has been greatly reduced by rising sea levels. 
Both countries are tired of war, and a peace negotiation will occur in the upcoming days. 
The top diplomat for the negotiation, Michael Caine, has been kidnapped. As Mr.Caine 
possesses great negotiation skills and knowledge Bosttein culture, his kidnapping poses 
a threat to successful peace negotiations. As part of a team, you and others must rescue 
Mr. Caine in time for the peace negotiation. 


